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Lab lends a helping hand Accident
victims
By Maria De Leo
News Writer
Is a dog really man's best 
friend? Well, in the case of 19 
year old Laura Zigmont, her 
chocolate Labrador (Nestle) is 
definitely a handy friend.
Zigmont, a freshmen at Grand 
Valley, is the daughter of Wil­
liam and Mary Zigmont, of 
Lowell, where she attended 
Lowell High School.
She resides in Weed Living 
Center with her sister Jayne 
Zigmont, who is a junior at 
Grand Valley
Zigmont s sister Jayne helps 
Laura whenever she is able. 
When asked how she likes resid­
ing with anti taking care ol her 
sister, she said, “It's nice be­
cause 1 have a roomate who 
knows m> likes and dislikes. 
We can fight w ith each other and
According to 
Zigmont, col­
lege life has 
been good for 
her. ‘‘I love it, 
ns better than 
high school. 
There are tilings 
to get used to. 
So far everyone 
has been nice to 
me as far as 
helping me get 
things done,” 
said Zigmont.
In her spare 
time, Zigmont 
enjoys reading, 
writing and 
training dogs. 
She is currently 
doing volunteer 
work lor the San 
Francisco Hu­
mane Society.
1 know she won t hate me." Zigmont is a
Nestle, i '  a one year, nine public relations/
month old I abrador w ho is English major
trained to help Zigmont. who and is planning
was horn with cerebral palsy. on attending law
with manual tasks Nestle is school Her
able to |v i lo im  sik Ii |ohs as re main goal tight
moving pens and coins, turning now is to be­
lighLs on and oil and opening come involved
and vlosing do*>ts in the college
Although Zigmont is presently experience.
usinc an electronic wheelchair. 
Nestle is hang turned to pull 
her in a manual w hec lc halt
Nestle is also 
able to alert people 
ever needs help
PHOTO BY BOB COOLEY*
l.aura /lament and her helpful canine, Nestle, a chocolate Labrador
il her master noted that people shouldn’t dis- out permission.
Zigmont has tract Nestle by petting her with-
New director appointed for LAT
It c Sieve 1 llgi ev
New - U oler
Not inane 'Indents know i lu t 
( Ir.uid Valley \  c ampus leaiures 
an art gallery, and die way some 
students reacted to the new cam 
pus sculptures shows that most 
cion t even e uie
Phis is the Ic'flmg that the new 
director ol Grand Valley's art 
gallcre is tieing to erase M.uk 
I ’ohlad. a recent tiansler lac tills 
member, became the new direc­
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tor during the last week in An
gust
I hs other duties im hide leac h 
me the classes Sursev ol Art 
History and History ol Design 
I or those unfamiliar with the 
callers. here are a lew genet.il 
piec es ol inlormalton I he gal 
lers is located in the ("alder l ine 
Arts Center gist west ol the 
Loins Armstrong Theater. Its 
hours arc 10:00 a.in to SIX) p m 
Mondas through I ndus
The gallery mostly doplavs
painting by students and (acuity 
and a lew times each year it 
opens die doors to artists outside 
the campus community.
This year's exhibition series 
begins on September 24 with a 
presentation called 'The Poetics 
ol Space. The Box and New As 
sembiage”, which is sponsored 
by the Art Center ol Battle 
Creek
"'Hus exhibit leaiures the mys­
terious, [xasonal creations ol art 
isis such as Nixes and tins con
struc t ion s,” Pohlad said He also 
mentioned that this exhibit is 
touring several campuses in the 
state and will head lor Terris 
State University when it has lin- 
tshed its Grand Valley slay.
I’ohlad also mentioned another 
show coming to the campus on 
October 29 called "Day ol the 
Dead", sponsored by the His 
panic Community ol Greater 
Grand Rapids.
See L A I p
Date rape often goes unreported
I! \ I humus Hrileric h 11
Sews Wr:k'i
■V i online to the Mu lug.ui 
( oiler'Kite ( imillion ' s statistical 
data on Acquamlaiicv R.i|v, one 
out ol ever, lour women will Iv 
the c ic tun ol a sexual assault 
while attending college, and only 
one in ten ol these assaults will
be rc|totted
Bet ween SO to 00' I ol all 
tapes ate dale or acquaintance 
tapes and (k)'y ol all rapes are 
planned in advance
Sexual assault in the form ol 
date rape and gang ra[X‘ is in 
cleasing dramatically on college 
campuses across the country.
AlLhough all women are |X>
tennal victims, women who have 
recently graduated Iroin high 
s c h o o l  o r  w Iki are in their l u s t  
t w o  ve.us ol  c o l l e g e  are the most 
trec|iienl targets ol ra|X'
The I B I rejtorts that only 
!‘Y< c'l all ra|X' eases actually re 
suit m c onvieirons
See RAPE p '
recovering
By Pam Thompson
News Writer
In the article “Two stu­
dents hit by caron M-45”, 
both Chad Beasley and 
Anthony (Tony) Mabin 
were listed as freshman. 
Mabin is not a freshman, 
but a transfer.
Also it was not Avis 
Deater who beeped at the 
students, as the article 
mentioned.
According to Sergeant 
Brouwer, of Ottawa 
County Sheriff’s Depart­
ment, the students stepped 
out into the east lane of 
traffic in front of a car, 
which slowed down and
— m jq y m y-------------------------------------
The students then 
stopped, turned and yelled 
at the car, then turned 
again and continued into 
the west lane, where they 
were struck hy Deater.
JofTn Carpenter, Presi­
dent of the TKE Frater­
nity at Grand Valley, said 
that he was inside the 
TKI;'House when the ac­
cident occurred. After 
hearing the accident, he 
ran to the door, as two 
witnesses were running 
into the house to call 911.
Upon arriving at the 
scene, Carpenter and the 
otlters lound Beasley con­
scious and aware ol what 
was going on, and Mabin 
unconscious. The police 
arrived sum after.
"It was amazingly 
quick how soon they (the 
police and medical units) 
arrived,” said Carpenter.
Beasley and Mabin 
were taken to Bultcrworth 
Hospital hy LIFE Ambu­
lance.
Beasley suiters a can  
pound fracture to Ins right 
leg. a lew cuts on his Im 
gers and lave', and an 
abrasion on his back near 
lus .shoulder. He men 
tioned that he's doing line 
and is not in much pain
Ile also remembers that 
at lust, alter the a. v idem, 
he was aware ol thing' 
but ui a suite ol 'll. \  k
See \C< ID! N I ;
in campus-wide recycling effort
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By Brian Richards
News Writer
The ARA Food Service, in 
conjunction with the’ University 
Bookstore’s “Choose to Reuse” 
campaign, is installing many 
new recycling programs.
For example, a 32 ounce 
sports cup and a travel mug will 
be available soon for purchase. 
Each time the cup is used for a 
beverage purchase in any cash 
operations on campus, a five 
cent discount will be given. The 
five cent discount covers the 
cost of the paper cup.
The food service department 
is also starting other recycling 
programs. The programs now 
include: recycling of cardboard 
boxes, tin cans, glass jars and 
plastic containers.
There is also cooking grease
recycling in which a company 
comes and picks up the grease 
and recycles it. In addition, 
styrofoam is being replaced with 
paper products where ever it is 
possible.
There is a customer awareness 
program designed to make 
people evaluate their needs 
before taking plastic eating 
utensils, straws and lids. The 
problems with these items is that 
they are not environmentally 
safe and there are no safe 
replacements yet.
General Manager, Kay Akey 
has been working hard to push 
the recycling. “There has not 
been much recycling being done 
in food service in the past. But 
apparently Grand Valley 
believes it is high time we 
thought about the future,” said 
Akey.
Recycling bins (right) have been set-up around campus.
.
ORECYCLEO
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Survey gives pointers to graduate job-seekers
By Deb Schultz 
News Writer
When entering the work 
face  from college, employers 
are influenced by certain 
qualifications. Grand Valley’s 
Cooperative Education and 
Placement Office recently 
published a new sletter 
containing some o f the
employers into hiring college 
graduates.
The Career Newsletter 
contained the results of a 
recruiting survey done by Dr.
State University. Scheetz 
polled employers on factors 
that they find influential in 
1990 and will continue to find
impressive through 1995.
Employers recommend college 
graduates have:
1. Computer literacy skills.
These skills will help avoid 
tim ely, on-the-job training 
sessions.
2. Superior interpersonal 
drills. Both oral and written 
communications are necessary 
for good performance.
Flexibility. By having
broad academ ic interests, 
decision making skills, and the 
ability to cope in and out of a
team situation, college graduates opportunities after college.
can be more prepared for a _____ Scykora also - urges,- -You
changing work environment have,to have people skills. All
4, Work experience. students need to develop the
Employers want prospective habit of giving of themselves to 
employees to have experience in others and to the community.” 
the field they will be operating
•*/ •:*■/. '
u».
5. An all around high 
potential since competition for 
top level jobs will increase, 
while the number o f top 
candidates will decrease.
Grand Valley’s Director of 
Placement, Tom Seykora feels 
the survey results are accurate.
He adds, however, that 
students should get involved 
•MtMcurricular activities and 
take a blend of liberal and 
technical courses to ensure 
good em ploym ent
Support the Soldiers
The Student Senate would l a p ' to- encourage the G.VS.U. 
Student Body to support the dedicated soldiers in the Middle 
East. In order to g o  this, pick up a yellow ribbon at the 
Student Life Office or Information desk. Be sure to tie the 
ribbon on a bookbag, back pack, car, or anywhere else. Let’s 
show that G.V.S.U. is concerned about the crisis!
G e t  t k§e F a c t s
What is Acqaintance ^ ^ H W h o  does it affect? These 
questions and more will be answered in the month of October. 
The Student Senate and other campus organizations are putting 
forth their efforts to create awareness about this frequent and 
tragic event that affects 1 of every 4 college women.
G.V.S.U to receive authentic 
pipe organ in DeWitt center
By Steve Ungrey 
News Writer
Within the next year Grand 
Valley, students can expect* to 
see the appearance of an 
authentic pipe organ, the first of 
its kind on this campus.
According to Julianne Vandcn 
Wyngaard, head of the GVSU
M u sic  D ep artm en t, th e  p ipe
organ will be installed in the 
C o o k
will also case the demand on the 
LAT for other groups’ 
perform ances and make' 
scheduling much easier for the 
music department.
The pipe organ is being built 
by the Reuter Organ Company 
of Lawrence, Kansas, and they 
will install the organ 
approxim ately two months
b e fo r e  it s  d e d ic a t io n  in
December of 1991.
D e W i t t  
c e n t e r  
here on 
c a m p u s .
It will 
allow for 
m u s i c  
students to 
have a 
s m a l l e r  
setting in 
which to
do their ___________
recitals.
“Currently, the music students 
use the Louis A rm strong  
Theater for their performances, 
which seats 500 people,” 
Vandcn Wyngaard said. “The 
Cook DeWitt center seats 250 
people, and it will allow for a 
smaller space and more intimate 
performances.”
The transfer of music events , 
over to the new Cook DcWut
"The Cook DeWitt 
center seats 250 
people, and it will 
allow for a smaller 
space and more 
intimate 
performances."
The organ
itself consists
of 22 ranks.
with each
rank holding
61 of the
pipes inside
the organ.
Capable of
playing; music
from any
period of
time. the
organ will
also make a
fine solo instrument on its own.
“It is capable of 
accompanying a whole choir or 
soloist, and we anticipate that 
other organists in this area may 
want to come out and play on 
this particular instrum ent,” 
Vandcn Wyngaard said.
The organ is a movable 
console and will have its own 
storage area in the center.
ACCIDENT from p. 1 ________
“The first time I remember 
being fully aware of things was 
when I was being loaded into 
the ambulance and I greeted 
Dan (a member of TKE).”
Beasley was released from the 
hospital on Friday, September 
14. He plans on trying to keep 
up with his studies and will re­
turn to school as soon as he is 
able.
“I’m ready to continue with 
my academics as well as my so­
cial life on campus,” said Bca-
sicy.
As of September 16, Mabin 
was still in critical condition in 
the intensive care unit at Butter- 
worth.
He suffers from severe closed 
head injuries, a fractured neck, 
and knee injuries. However 
Mabin’s father, Bill, said that 
Sunday, September 16 had been 
Tony’s best day so far. He is 
breathing on his own and is re­
sponding to simple things.
——
m
(jN ltE l) METHODIST CHORCII
2600 7lh NW Grand Rapids 
comer of Charlotte & 7th 
Rev. Douglas Pedersen “  
ofc. 453-0693
9:30 Sunday School-all ages J1 lam Worship Service
La n S im n
SUITES
$44 Double 
Complimentary 
Continental 
Breakfast
•  K itch en ette
•  TV w/Cable&HH
•  Free Local Calls
L o ca ted :
1/2 B lock E a s t  o f f  196
3825 28ih St. SW 
Grandvillc, MI 49418 
Phone (616) 531-LAND 
TOLL FREE 800-456-0626
©  1990 Michigan Bell
If you want to make someone feel extra special on that special 
day, don’t just send a card. Use one, too.
It’s America’s Calling Card"* from Michigan Bell.
With our card you can sing their praises from virtually any phone.
And whether you’re calling local or long distance, it’s  fast and 
easy. Just dial “0,” the phone number you’re calling and your calling 
card number. You don’t need any additional, complicated codes.
So the next time you want to say, “You’re not getting older, you’re
getting better?’ do it with America’s Calling Card. If you don’t
have one, call 221-7500, ext. 740. We won’t give you a song and dance.
But we will send you our card.
@  Michigan Bell
AN A u tfU T lC H  COMPANY
No other calling card is accepted by more tong-distance carriers than America's Calling Card. 
Long-distance companies charge their own rates.
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The Walkman was later found. The police 
have a lead and the incident is under
P olice B eat
9-08*90: A complainant reported that an 9-08-90: A student deeply scraped his chin
unknown subject broke into his room in when he tripped over the bed comer. The
Robinson House and removed his Walkman, victim was taken to Jenison Medical
Center by a friend.
LxljSMro'Y*'t T~:j r:-L*?&’»** nHP ii.nm i . 1.1.1 IIU £%%.JIII
9-08-90:At 42nd Avc. and Lake Michigan, a 
9-09-90: A fire occurred in the Laundry Room GVSU reporting officer Department on a car /
in Pickard Living Center. By the time the pedestrian accident in which two students were
office arrived at the scene, the building had injured. One student suffered a compound
been evacuated and the fire put out. Only the leg fracture. The other suffered back and
' ___ —  i _____ .. « ___ _____  ■ . . . .  .... ____ ... .  . _washing machine was damaged. One student
m mwas overcome by smoke and taken to
Butterworth Hospital by LIFE Ambulance. were taken to Butterworth Hospital by LIFE
Ambulance.
abdominal injuries, along with h e a d  
injuries. He remains in a coma. Both victims
v'N
9-03-90: One student cut his head when he Public Safety officers have been noticing a big
struck it one the bed. No treatment, other than disregard for the posted 5 mph speed limit by
by the reporting officer, was sought the dorms and living centers. Public Safety
V ; ; warns that if s p r in g c o n tin u e s  a car/
9-06-90: A student cut his right eye when pedestrian accident will be likely. Tney are
someone pushed a door knob into him. The go^g to target these areas and start issuing
victim was taken to Jenison Medical Center traffic citations.
by a friend. . i r - !  'vj df? '■
i  $  •* 1 i i
RAPE from p. 1
Grand Valley’s Acquaintance 
Rape Awareness Week is Spon­
sored by the Student Senate’s 
Political Actions Committee, 
and will be held October first 
through third.
Grant Day, Vice President of 
the Political Actions Committee, 
says that there will be various 
seminars and discussions during 
the week.
On Monday, October 1, from 
9 -10:30 pm, in Rooms 107 and 
122 Manitou Hall, there will be 
seperate seminars. One of the 
seminars will be for males, and 
the other will be for females.
Each of the seminars will have 
a panel discussion on date rape, 
tentative videos from the coun­
seling center, and possibly some 
self - defense.
Tuesday, October 2, from 9 - 
11:00 pm, there will be short 
improvisational skits about vari-
— ----------— ------------- -  — -----------.
ous situations put on by 
S.T.A.G.E Following the skits, 
there will be discussions and de­
bates.
Sigma Phi Epsilon and Zeta 
Delta Chi have contributed to­
wards Tuesday's activities.
On Wednesday, October 3, 
from 9:00 - 11:00 pm, there 
will be “Questions that you’ve 
always wanted to ask the oppo­
site sex.” All participants will 
write a question down on a piece 
of paper, and then the questions 
will be put in a box.
These questions will then be 
drawn at random, and the ladies 
and gentlemen will answer each 
other’s questions.
Other organizations that have 
contributed to Acquaintance 
Rape Awareness Week are the 
Panhelenic and Interfratemity 
Councils of G.V.S.U.
LAT from p. 1-----------------—
‘Traditionally, the Day of the 
Dead is a holiday in the Hispanic 
world, and the show consists of 
Chicago artists who are building 
altars relating to the theme. The 
director for this .show is Patti 
Gilson.
There are also two shows each 
year relating to students and fac­
ulty. The Bachelor of Fine Arts 
show takes place each year from
December 5-14. It is the culmi­
nating show for the art students 
at Grand Valley, it is a chance to 
display their work.
Another show this year is the 
all-faculty show, where Grand 
Valley faculty members gel their 
chance to display their art. This 
show is tentatively scheduled for 
February of 1991.
If you arc interested in art, or 
want more information on the 
gallery - call Mark Pohlad at 
895.3447. Maybe your pictures 
will find a place it the gallery.
(
Wednesday
September 26, 1990
.'V. - . v. 1 ' * '
See RESPONSE p. 5
Does discrimaination 
apply to abortion?
To the Editor:
Discrimination is both a wonderful and 
terrible thing. We find it necessary to dis­
criminate for and against answers on mul­
tiple choice tests, which side of the road to 
drive on, and selection of a future spouse 
(does ANYBODY out there want his/her 
mate selected by random drawing?). We 
all exercise this type of discrimination 
(discernment), and we should.
The ugly meaning of the word is used 
far more often. America has found it nec­
essary to legally prohibit discrimination 
when age, gender, religion, national ori­
gin, etc., should have no bearing on the 
issue at hand (e.g. hiring practices). An 
excellent example of this type of discrimi­
nation on campus was the September 17 
Candlelight Vigil. Becky Bell’s deaLh (al­
legedly a result of an illegal abortion) was 
solemnly remembered by people from 
both sides of the abortion issue, but no 
candles were lit and nothing was said by 
the. event’s pro-abortion sponsors on be­
half of Becky’s child, who also died. Sev­
eral speeches were given, but none la­
mented any of over 25,000,000 children 
(or some of their mothers) who have died 
from “legal” abortions since 197T.
Why were those women who died in 
“legal” abortions discriminated against 
and therefore not even mentioned'7 Why 
were the 25,000,000-plus children who 
have died from abortions discriminated 
against and not remembered? Has 
Becky’s child been forgotten too?
We (both persopally and corporately) 
are diminished by the death of another 
human being, whether man, woman, or 
child The bell that tolls loudly for some, 
and not at all for others, does not toll for 
humanity.
Sec DISCRIMINATION p. 5
Supreme court nominations increasingly political
By Mike Curry
Guest Writer
The nomination of David Souter as Su­
preme Court Justice and the subsequent 
hearings that followed were interesting to 
say the very least. In fact they were and 
are a window of revelation.
Consider. David Souter, the 51 year old 
from Melrose, Massachusetts, was rela­
tively unknown even to most political and 
legal insiders prior to the President’s nod. 
Despite his background, a wealth of edu­
cation, (Harvard, Magdalen College of" 
Oxford University, Cambridge) and expe­
rience, (New Hampshire Attorney Gen­
eral, State Supreme Court, Trustee of New 
Hampshire Historical Society), he is little 
known even to much of his hometown 
population.
The amount of legal writing he has done 
is relatively little in comparison to most 
nominees of the past Columnist George 
Will even suggested “...that for thirty 
years he [Souter] has walked across the 
sands of adulthood without leaving intel­
lectual footprints.” A fellow peer, James 
Kilpatrick referred to Souter’s responses 
on the Senate Judiciary questionnaire as 
“...dry as desert dunes...”.
So what does this tell us? Why, if so 
little is known about the quality of 
Souter’s legal ability and thinking, do we 
find him as the President’s pick to be on 
the Supreme Court?
Souter’s nomination signifies, for the 
most part, an ever encroaching danger in 
American society: the politicization of 
the law, a practice that promotes judicial 
activism and political judging. Especially
during, and ever since the Warren era, we 
have seen a steady growth in Judicial Ac­
tivism, the type of activism we ought not 
desire: law making. This is not only a 
violation of federalism but also of the role 
of the Judicial Branch of our government 
as specified in the Constitution. Their job 
is to enforce the law, not write i t  While it 
is true that judges do make law each time 
they hand down a decision, the extent is 
of minute and narrow proportions. Think 
of them in terms of janitors, they keep 
things clean according to a prescribed 
method of cleaning.
However, this may result in the enforce­
ment of, for example, racially based, dis­
criminatory laws. As utterly immoral and 
inhumane that is, we can not properly fix
See SOUTER p. 11
Craig Clay
Senior ,Tre-Med
"It sucks. If a person has a
responsibility o f getting pregnant
than they should have the
responsibility of getting an
abortion or having the baby."
Wagner 
Junior, Social Work 
"I think it’s going to discourage 
relationships between daughter 
and mother. I  don't see how they 
achieve what they want."
John Schlaefflin 
Junior, Liberal Studies 
"I think a person has a right to do 
with their body what they want to."
P h o t o s  b y  B o b  C o o l e y
T h e  Q u e s t i o n :
How do you feel about the new 
parental consent law in Michigan?
Paul McCatty
Freshman, Criminal Justice 
“I don’t think there should be an
age requirement."
Joseph Ringler 
Junior, English
"/ think it’s good. It gives a lot 
control to parents."
jonnauion Wilson 
Freshman, Physics 
It s going to make people get 
illegal ones and it will raise the 
death rate."
Your Turn
Presidential
Response
Dear Mr. Parker:
In response to your “How about it, Ar- 
end?” comment at the conclusion of your 
letter in the Lanthom of September 12th, I 
am writing to you through the Lanthom so 
those who pose the same questions may 
share the information and opinion that 
your letter elicits.
First, I must apologize for the cat toys 
and meow mix in your room. I toured the 
student housing only a few days before 
you returned. You may not be aware that 
good living conditions for students are a 
high priority for me. I am under the im­
pression that people in the Plant Depart­
ment worked hard to put the rooms in or­
der, and I was generally pleased by what 1 
observed. But I failed to look under some 
beds. If your room was not clean when 
you moved in, I hope you notified the 
Housing Staff at the time.
There is no doubt that we are in need of
September 26,1990 The Lamhom Page 5
RESPONSE from p. 4-
more classrooms; therefore, non­
computer classes sometimes are 
held in classrooms filled with 
computers. When the new Sci­
ence Building is completed, we 
should be able to rearrange space 
so that scheduling problems in 
classrooms are alleviated. The 
new building will have some 
general purpose classrooms in it. 
I cannot guarantee that History 
classes will not be held in the 
Science Building, but there will 
be no computers cluttering the 
History students’ desks. The 
building, though ready for con­
struction, awaits the Legisla­
ture’s action. We hope shovels 
will begin their work next year.
As for GVSU taking too many 
new students, I don’t think so. 
We limit the number of fresh­
men, and we are on target this 
year with 1,500 full-time and 84
part-time. We hesitate to limit 
access for transfers at upper 
class levels because for many in 
West Michigan, GVSU is the 
only public university option. 
The number of both freshmen 
and transfer undergraduate stu­
dents this year was about the 
same as the number enrolled last 
year. Our increase in enrollment 
is a result of more graduate stu­
dents, who take classes mostly at 
night, and a high percentage of 
returning students.
You commented on my al­
leged plans to add seats to the 
football stadium. Frankly, we 
need the seats in classrooms, not 
the stadium. The stadium is host 
to its eleventh football season in 
1990, and during that period I 
have seen it filled to capacity 
perhaps three times. That hardly 
warrants a thought about addi-
@ TheLanthorn
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tional seats, and 1 have not had 
one. When the stadium is filled 
each Saturday the Lakers play a 
home game, then the thought of 
additional seats might cross my 
mind. I am always puzzled by 
the misinformation that floats’ 
about, and I am curious about its 
origin.
You had heard that I want 
GVSU to be the size of Eastern 
Michigan University. I must tell 
you that I don’t know how many 
students attend Eastern Michigan 
nor have I ever been on the cam­
pus of that University. If I want 
our University to emulate an­
other University in any of its 
characteristics, including num­
bers, I will have more facts 
about it than I now have about 
Eastern Michigan University. I 
have no fixed number in mind 
for Grand Valley, Though I have 
said that the University, if fully 
funded to serve the State gener­
ally and the West Michigan re­
gion in particular, will reach, in 
my opinion, an enrollment of
15.000 to 16,000 around the year
2000.
Ah, parking! Only in America 
could a parking problem develop 
at an institution that has over
1.000 acres of land, most of it 
unencumbered by buildings. 
You are right, of course, we 
must have more meadow ground 
covered by a hard surface, and 
we will. Some of that money to 
which you refer will be used to 
create 500 more parking spaces 
though they will not be available 
until late summer of 1991. The
only  possible spoilt*
the State budget. Universities in 
stringent fiscal times have been 
required to return money to the 
State Treasury. Parking lots are 
difficult to construct when that 
happensr
Your letter disappointed me 
only in the expression of the 
cynical thought that passed 
through your mind about replac­
ing education and service to stu­
dents with icing. 1 take it to 
mean that the sculpture so re- 
ccn tl^con tt^
Free Haircut, Color or Perm!
Men and Women needed for a Redken and Paul Mitchell Professional Hair Seminar to demonstrate 
the latest hairstyles. This is a great chance to get a hot new look from top international hair designers 
and work with a nationally known choreographer. Be a part of the Midwest's largest hair and fashion 
show November 11 -12 at Welsh Auditorium and the Amway Grand Plaza Hotel. All participants will 
receive free products. For more information call Lisa at 616-942-0060.
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• pus is the icing and parking lots 
the service. It is possible that 
one person’s icing is another’s 
education. As a student at Grand 
Valley, you are aware by now 
how varied and rich the veins 
from which we draw our knowl­
edge and appreciation. Art is 
one of them. Art,’ I concur, has 
no commonly agreed upon defi­
nition, noris equally appreciated 
by all. Yet, your icing is art to 
some on the campus, and for 
them education is enhanced. 
Even those who are unenthusias- 
tic about the changes to the cam­
pus landscape may learn from 
the debate.
My hope is that cynicism is 
hot your dominant characteristic. 
True cynics are deeply commit­
ted and should concentrate on 
larger prey than Grand Valley. 
Besides, those of us who were 
involved in providing what you 
refer to as icing thought we were 
contributing to your and others’ 
education. We really did! 
Sincerely,
Arend D. Lubbers 
GVSU President
DISCRIMINATION from p. 4
God is so different! He 
doesn’t hold anybody in higher 
regard than another. The eternal 
life He offers is available to eve- 
rybody because of the death and 
resurrection of His Son, the Lord 
Jesus Christ.
Sincerely,
Dan Hobbs
Lanthom cartoon 
offends reader
Dear Editor,
I found the cartoon in this 
week’s Lanthorn (Sept. 20, 
1990) offensive and quite imma­
ture. What is it trying to say? Is 
it a slam on the visitation hours 
rule set by the Housing Office, 
or is it a portrayal of “dorm 
life?”
Frankly, I don’t think that kind 
of trash should be put into the 
school newspaper. The Lan­
thom is a representation of all 
Grand Valley students to the 
public, administration and our 
families. Not all GVSU students 
have the low morals as portrayed 
in your cartoon.
I think that the staff and edi­
tors of the Lanthbm need to 
grow up and start being aware of 
all Grand Valley students’ view 
and stop trying to be so cute-sy. 
Maybe you should re-read your 
journalism books—or at least 
take a journalism class.
Audra H. Lousias
Lanthorn Letters Policy
The Opinion section is a sec­
tion devoted to expressing the 
persona] view s o f members o f the 
GVSU com m unity. Letters 
should be addressed to the Opin­
ion Editor, Lanthom , K irkhof 
Center. Anonymous opinions 
w ill not be printed. For purposes 
o f verification only, phone num­
bers and student ID  numbers 
must accompany letters.
Limit letters to 300 words. 
The Lanthom  reserves the right 
to edit for space and readability.
— mam
C om puters^
owner Jim Shipaila
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Gather your friends and order 
a minimum of five - 12” medium 
custom-made pizzas with one 
topping on each, in pan 
or original crust at only
Plus, receive a 
FREE 2 liter bottle 
of Coke Classic, with your order, 
(additional toppings 75tf each per Dizza) 
(add more 12” pizzas at $5.00 each)
expires October 12, 1990
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Student trying to start 
NAACP chapter at GV
Former mayor 
lectures on 
college future
By Jodi Van Holder
Campus Life Writer
What does the future hold for 
college students? This was one of 
the topics Henry Cisneros dis­
cussed in his lecture last Thursday 
in Kirkhof. Cisneros, the former 
mayor of San Antonio, Texas, 
spoke about the importance of 
leadership and the demographic 
problems that will affect the fu­
ture.
According to him, there are two 
conflicting worlds existing in the 
United S tales: a) the world of high 
technology and economic ad­
vancement and b) the world of 
population change in society. 
Currently the population with the 
highest growth is the 62 and older 
generation. Another demographic 
change is within Hispanic, Afro- 
Americans, and Asian populations.
Cisneros also stated that one- 
third of children in 90’s will spend 
some time in poverty. These are 
problems that this generation will 
have to face and deal with in the 
near future. Cisneros spoke about 
leadership and the skills needed to 
be an effective leader. He also 
gave suggestions for improving
By Mel Cronenwett
Campus Life Writer
It was ironic that the lyrics to the 
chorus of Carl Rosen's opening 
song were, “ I open my eyes. Now 
I can see,” because the lights kept 
going out on him.
Rosen’s show was consistently 
excellent as he used the lighting 
problem to his favor. He said it 
was his Ray Charles impersona­
tion. Rosen added comedy to his 
act through his commentary be­
tween songs.
Here is his fantasy:
the quality of education in the 
elementary and pre-school levels. 
Henry Cisneros was a powerful 
speaker who came to Grand Val-
He waits in the wings, ready to 
play to a full crowd at the P o n ­
tiac Silverdome. His opening act 
comes off stage and wishes him 
luck.
He replies: “Thanks, Madonna.”
The show also included the 
theme from the Pink Panther and a 
seventh- inning stretch.
Rosen could shift from his goofy 
state to a series dedicated to the 
innocent and suffering in the 
Middle East, “China Bleeds” and 
by covering Billy Jo e l’s 
“Downeaster Alexa,” which he 
considers a “fish version of Allen­
R cnacim icm o and the’M ultlcultu- 
ral Center.
town.
Other popular tunes he played 
were: “Piano Man,” “Moving Out” 
(in which he almost duplicated 
Joel’s mellow clarity and piano 
skill), “Rocket Man,” “Desper­
ado,” and “Let it Be.”
The strongest songs of Rosen’s 
material were taken from his 10- 
song cassette/CD Firelands. This 
and a live cassette were sold after 
the presentation.
Rosen is taking his one-man 
show to 50 other campuses nation­
wide (including one in Allentown).
By Crystal Pettus
Campus Life Writer
As a national spokesman for 
African-Americans, other minori­
ties and those who support civil 
rights objectives, the National 
Association of the Advancement 
of Colored People (NAACP) tries 
to inform and educate American 
about segregation and discrimina­
tion, and to mobilize the moral 
and financial resources of an y com­
munity to aid the fight against such 
biases.
La Dawn Lofton, a sophomore, 
has begun the long fight by begin­
ning to organize a charter chapter 
of Grand Valley State University.
At the first meeting on Tuesday, 
September 18, Lofton expressed 
the need of the Grand Rapids’ 
chapter to have a college chapter. 
The president of the Grand Rapids 
chapter, Charles Harris, attended 
the meeting to enforce the abso­
lute necessity for membership.
By A udra L ousias
Campus Life Writer
The Residence Housing Asso­
ciation at Grand Valley is gearing 
up for another successful year.
RHA, which serves as a liaison 
between the Housing Office and 
residents, is the organization dedi­
cated to unifying all on-campus 
living facilities. The executive 
board and governing body are 
working together with the Hous­
ing staff to come up with good 
ideas and plans for the 1990-91 
school year.
In their meeting last week, it 
was already discussed to continue 
the “lie one on” program during 
Alcohol Awareness month and to 
next semester hold the annual 
Spring Block Party.
Jacque Rowe, the advisor of the 
collegechapteroftheNAACPthat 
the college chapter would sponsor 
programs and activities during 
Black History month, National 
Youth week, the NAACPbirthday 
and other annual activities.
The first members of the new 
chapter are called charter mem­
bers, meaning they can request a 
copy of thecharter with their names 
listed on it.
The new chapter can not begin 
sponsoring any activities or pro­
gram until at least 25 people pay 
the annual membership fee of
$3.00.
Lofton is still looking for new 
people to join. If interested, the 
meetings are scheduled for the first 
Tuesday of each month.
Harris, to further emphasize the 
importance of membership, states 
that the organization is “a positive 
experience contributing to cause 
not only equal rights, but also to 
increase minority access.”
Committees have been formed 
this year to deal with recycling, 
mulliculturalism, security, food 
service, alcohol awareness, resi­
dent assistant selection and other 
factors affecting residents. Mem­
bers of RHA also attend regional 
and national conferences geared 
to the improvement of RHAs 
around the country.
Last year RHA had many suc­
cessful programs for which they 
received recognition. T woof them 
were: the most improved organi­
zation and the best idea for fund 
raising (the Consumer Discount 
cards).
RHA meetings are Tuesday's at 
9 pm in residence hall lobbies. For 
more information call Andy 
Bcachnau at x - 3531 or President 
Andrea Battjes at x - 5561
Carl Rosen’s Music turns out the lights
R H A  starts planning  
for new  school year
Attitudinal Healing Center helps people over life’s difficult obstacles
By Mel Cronenwett
Campus Life Wnter
"I gel by with a little kelp from 
my friends."
- The Beatles
One of the best resources we 
have is the people around us. The 
Attitudinal Healing Center of 
Grand Rapids provides the oppor­
tunity to join others and share 
feelings with peopl^going through 
similar experiences. Attitudinal 
healing is defined as “A shift in 
altitude that fosters fcelingsof self - 
worth, acceptance and even joy in 
ihe lace of life’s difficult ob­
stacles.”
The Grand Rapids Center is one 
of 65 worldwide centers. The 
system was founded in 1979 by 
psychiatristGeraldJampolsky. He 
nouced that five patients, ages 6- 
8, didn’t have anyone to relate to, 
so he brought them together to 
discuss their problems. Their 
family members became interested 
and the program branched out to 
include siblings and parents.
Not only do families come to­
gether to deal with loss or illness, 
but drug and alcohol problems are 
addressed , also. Elderly or chil­
dren’s groups take advantage of 
the center’s services, too.
The aid the center offers is open 
to anyone. “People from all walks 
of life benefit," said Director 
GenevieveWeinch. “It’sallabout 
healing loneliness, harmony in 
relationships, releasing stress, 
dealing with psychological grief 
through music, art and relaxation 
and communicating feelings.”
Free peer support is the main 
objective of the center. They bring 
people in similar situations to­
gether This can be done in a 
group or one-on -one cn v ironment.
“We do not give advice," said 
Weinch. “We function as equals 
and learn to listen. T his is caring, 
not counseling.” The hours at the
center are generally 9 am - 4 pm 
and groups meet in various places 
in the area.
Volunteers make up all but one 
staff member at the center. Sup­
port leaders are required to go 
through training, but the anyone 
interested is welcome. The center 
needs help with fund-raisers and 
answering phones. “We’d love to 
have a student group adopt us — 
right now!” said Weirieh. “Ma­
jors in social work, music and art 
therapy or PT can get good expe­
rience. There is also a scholarship 
lurid.”
Beginning September 26, the 
center sponsors ns Fall Training.
“It’s for people who want to learn 
to lead peer support groups,” said 
Weirieh. “It is also for personal 
and professional growth.” It will 
beheld Wednesday evenings, 7:30 
- 9:30 for 12 weeks at Grace Epis­
copal Church, on Hall and Ply­
mouth.
A piano recital to benefit the 
center, featuring Roelof Bijkerk, 
will be held Sunday, October 7, at 
7:30 pm in Fountain S u m  Church 
on Fountain and Library Street. 
Tickets can be purchased in ad 
vancc or at the door.
The Attitudinal Healing Center 
is located on 48 S. Division. 
Contact them at 459-2204.
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Food service emphasizes healthier food
By Rachel Mennell 
W?- New* Writer
There has been a noticeable 
change in the Deli, Kleiner, Gal­
ley, and Oakroom this year. The 
emphasis is on low-fat, low 
cholestorol options that are 
healthier for you.
At the Deli, the standard burger 
and fries has been literally re­
placed with such items as lean 
meats, low fat cheeses, and whole 
grain breads. Pizza is the main 
popular item at Kleiner, which 
also carries healthier foods, and 
ala Mexican is the Galley’s spe­
cialty.
Mick Doxey, Food Service 
Business Manager, said the food 
service determined a need for this 
healthier focus because, “We got 
some input from staff and stu­
dents who wanted healthier 
foods...”
Due to the increase in campus 
enrollment, the Main Commons 
cannot accomodate all students 
during the peak rush hours.
Kay Akey, Food Service Gen­
eral Manager said, “We were 
trying to avoid duplication of 
similar types of menu on cam­
pus.”
Meals at any of these places can 
be paid in cash, through the Board
Plus Meal Plan, or by “Munchie 
Card” which will be available 
through Food Services. This 
snack card avoids the hassle of 
carrying around cash. • < ,.»* »
Akey says, “I think that people 
will enjoy the specialty shops 
around campus once they become 
familiar with what each offers."
Deli hours are 10 a.m. - 1:15 
p.m. Mon-Fri., Galley hours are 
7:45 a.m. - 7 p.m. Mon.-Thurs 
and 7:45 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. Friday, 
Kleiner hours are 10 am .-ll p.m. 
Mon.-Fri. and 5 p.m.: l l  p.m. Sat. 
and Sun., and the Oakroom hours 
are 11:30 a.m.- 1:30 p.m. Mon. - 
Friday.
Eberhard Center prepares for tornados
By Phil Seykora
News Writer
On Friday, September 14, the 
L. V. Eberhard Center went 
through the first ever tornado 
drill.
At approximately 10:18 a.m. 
WGVU 88.5 FM received a wire 
from the National Weather Serv­
ice Bureau which indicated that 
Kent County was under a tornado 
warning.
The radio staff of Chris Barbee 
and Sam Eilcr notified Assistant 
Building Manager Nola Nielsen 
of the warning. She then broad­
casted a message throughout the 
complex informing everybody of 
the procedures.
According to Nielsen, things 
went pretty well considering this 
was the first tornado drill. Some 
students and faculty that were in 
vulnerable places in the building 
were evacuated to the first and 
second floors of the building.
“We had some good comments 
on how we performed during the 
drill," Nielsen adds.
She wants to give thanks and a 
lot of credit to her support staff of 
Jesse Harris, Jerry Bosch, and 
Bert Root, who made sure that all
the occupants of the Eberhard 
Center were safe. Incoming stu­
dents and faculty were greeted by 
Chuck Furman'who cordially in­
formed them of the situation.
The warning was scheduled to 
end at 10:45 aim., but the station 
did not receive the go ahead until 
11:00 a.m.
in  the event of another tornado 
warning, Building Management 
will broadcast a message to build­
ing occupants, at the beginning of 
a warning and at the conclusion. 
Detailed instructions are posted in 
each classroom, lab and office 
area for predetermined safe areas.
& tU e * tc te v t
Wednesday, Sept. 26:
Noon, 4 pm: Silver Level, Excellence in Leadership Seminar Re­
cruitment and Retention, Portside, Kirkhof
t,*-
Frida,, 28:
7 p m : UPB Film Series, LflfikJyilQ^ -JaliiilH. 132 LHH
■:vx£
Saturday, 29:
FAMILY DAY 
7:30 p m : “Up With People" Concert, Field House
Sunday, 30:
10:30 am Dialogue Worship, Portside, Kirkhof 
6:30 pm Catholic Mass, 132 LHH
-0
Monday, Oct. 1:
Noon: LunchBreak Sales Presents Aequalis (20th century en­
semble), LAT, Calder
Wednesday, Oct. 3:
Noon, 4 p m ,: Bronze Level, Excellence in Leadership Seminar 
Alcohol Liability, Portside, Kirkhof 
9 pm: UPB Film Series, Steel Magnolias. 132 LHH
Correction from last issue:
Henry Cisneros is from Texas not the U. S. S. R.
!1|; . .. — ... — .... . . ..... ...... . . ...
The Laker yearbook organizes
Good friends, good times, and 
memories. That’s what college is 
about, right? Grand Valley will 
soon be recording these memories 
in BjgJLakgr,
Everyone who is interested in
putting together the yearbook should 
come to the meeting October 3, at 
9:00 pm in the Kleiner Commons, 
roomB.
For more information, contact 
Julia at 895-9009.
Saturday, September 29:
11 am - 5 pm: 13th annual Back to Earth Festival, Bland- 
ford Nature Center on 1715 Hillbum N.E. Call 453-6192 
for more information.
-  Saturday, Sept.29 *^Sundayr30:---------
10 am - 5 pm: 22nd Annual Fallasburg Fall Festival, free 
admission, held in Fallasburg Park in Lowell. Arts and 
crafts show, artisan demonstrations, food booths and live 
entertainment Call 897 - 8545 for more information.
New GVSU phone system saves students money
In an effort to save hassles and money on long distance 
phone calls for students living on campus, GVSU has ere-
itg ow n  lo n g  system . . t_^ ...
The new system is set up so that participating students 
receive their own number. These numbers are called per­
sonal identification numbers (PIN).
The PIN number system reduces the cost of calling for 
students here at GVSU compared to last year’s cost from
For example, a three minute call to Chicago would cost 
$1.38 on MCI, $1.44 on AT&T, but on the new GVSU 
system the cost is only $.56.
Students that want this system pays either $50 or $100 
depending whether they want a seven percent or a twelve
percent discount rate.
“There will be a statement sent around monthly to the
Btudult on iho system U> tell thenr where they called and
the number of minutes they talked,” said Jan Feker, tele­
phone busines&znanager.
The numbers are easily used so that it is requested that 
the students should keep their PIN to theirselves. If the 
number falls into the wrong hands, it can be changed f a
a fe e o f fivc dollars.------------------------ -—  --------— —
One GVSU student has been affected this year already. 
Freshman Enna Jones PIN number was stolen by another 
GVSU student “The student charged 69 dollars to my 
number. After they found out who it was, they the 69 
dollars put on his bill,"said Jones.
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K fX CLASSIFIED ADS
H e lp  W an ted
mMAKE u s  a p a r t  o f
/  YOUR SCHEDULE- Invit-
/  ing eager, energetic people to 
7 join our staff in a variety of 
/  positions: -sales associates - 
/  rcgistcr/servicc operators - 
/ slock people. We offer a fex- 
/f  ible work schedule, compcti- 
/  Live pay, immediate store dis- 
/ count and a friendly atmos- 
/  phcrc.
/  Ifyou’dlikctoaddustoyour 
/  Weekly schedule, come to the 
/  Service Desk of any Kohl’s 
/  Department Store and fill out 
/  an employment application. 
/  3131 Woodland Drive, behind
/  Woodland Mall.
/
/
/
/  TYPING: Term papers, resu 
/  mes, 'reports, letters,wedding 
/  bulletins etc. Accurate, pro- 
'  fessional, reliable, reasonable. 
/^P lease  call 532-2960.
S e r v ic e s
TYPING - Term papers, resu- 
mesandmorc! Reasonable rates. 
Call WORD PROCESSING 
SERVICES OF JENISON at 
457-1903 today!
For R e n t
For R ent: 2 bedroom apart­
ment, with kitchen appliances, 
possible bedroom in basement. 
(Allendale area)
$400.00 per mo.
Call 895-8625 ____________
' / /  / /~2 7 IS / / / .ZJJjLZZ.
We offer a variety of s ilkscreened 
T-shirts and sweatshirts- from 
Fruit of the Loom to Hanes to 
Russell. Up to six color printing. 
We’ll print your design or help 
develop your idea into a design! 
For more info, call Frank.
_________ 457-8735
SPRING BREAK/ CHRIST­
MAS BREAK TOURS 
Individuals or student organiza­
tion needed to promote our Ski/ 
Sun Tours. EARN MONEY and 
FREE TRIPS to Cancun, Day­
tona, Vermont, Montreal.
CALL HI-LIFE 1-800-263-5604 
Z Z Z Z Z Z  Z Z 2 Z Z Z Z Z  Z Z Z ZL
F u n d ra isers
FAST FUNDRAISING PRO­
GRAM
$1000 in just one week. Earn up 
to $ 1000 for your campus organi­
zation. Plus a chance at $5000 
more! This program works! No 
investment needed. Call 1-800- 
932-0528 Ext. 50
Best Fundraisers On Campus!
Is your fraternity, sorority or club 
interested in earning $500.00 to 
$ 1000.00 for a one-week, on- 
campus marketing project? You 
must be we 11-organized and hard 
working. Call Monica at (800) 
592-2121 ext. 115.
B u s in e s s e s
D & B Comics
4151 Lake Michigan Dr> 
Walker, Michigan 49504 
(616)453-5225
4 Hours:M-F 11-7,Sat. 9-7 
Now Open for Business!
For S a le
For Sale: 1979 Mustang Cobra 
turbo. Good transportation.
$500.00 or best offer. 895-6929
For Sale: Pink plaid slip-covered 
couch. Excellent condition. Extra 
long at 94 W x 31D x 29H. Down 
filled cushions. Great for student 
apartment. Call 531-4066 after 
5pm $175 or best offer.
W an ted
CLASSIFIED ADS wanted
for The Lanihorn. $3.00 for 
the first 15 words. 150 for each 
additional word. $ 1.00 for bor­
der. All ads must be prepaid. 
The Lanihorn office is located 
in the lower level of Kirkhof 
Center. Send ads to The Lan­
ihorn, Grand Valley State Uni­
versity, AHcndale, Ml 49401. 
Deadline is six days prior to 
publication (Th ursday at 5pm). 
Special GVSU Student rate: 
$ 1.00 for the first 10 words, 
(Minimum charge).
7~/ V  S / / / / / / / S  / /  /z  7 r?T 7 T 7 T r7 T /U : U  /  /  / / / / /7-JT7T72.
P e r so n a ls
HAPPY 21st BIRTHDAY, 
JIM VANDYKEN...
YOU’RE SO COOL!!!
with Love,
your faithful morning pas
sengcr, T.A.K.
2 ? z 7 z / r / . v / / , v - ;
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International Studies
“Traveling to foreign  countries is essen tial because the 
countries o f the world are interacting now more than ever.
12 (irand \ alley students studied tlu1 Polish language and economy at the Akadcnua 
l.konomiczna in Krakow , Poland for six weeks I he group took mans exi urstons in 
Poland. im luding Aikopanc, the ( hzei kolsavikan harder, and Warsaw, the capital 
I he students weret above): Saadia Ballard, Daniel BuBms, Paul Gainer, Julia (lorski
K t e v e  ( , r , f f i n .  D e b o r a h  K a l e s ,  D a v i d  K l i n g e r ,  K o r e a  l . c r ,  J o h n  R o z e m a  S i e v e  W e t t e r
llllen Wtland, and Amx Aiehwie/a 
St. Marys Church [below) in Krakow,
l ! \  Jennifer \ \  igger
NY" s V> nier
Have you ever thought atvoui over­
seas study 1 To leant Spanish in Mex­
ico.1 Siudy British Cultures in Png 
land 1
Best summer over lB  Cram! Valley
students partieipated in aeademie pro 
grams in foreign countries.
(Irand Valley State University 
sponsored programs in six dillerent 
countries. A ll of the programs which 
were ollered hy (Irand Valley lasted 
anywhere from three to six weeks.
Students studied French language
and an in two separate programs held 
in Aix-en-Provence, Prance.
Two language programs were held, 
one which studied German in Weimar, 
Germany and the second pursued the 
Spanish language in Guadalajara, 
Mexico.
Another group ol students went on a 
three week tour ol Russia, visit 
ing such cities as Leningrad and 
Moscow.
Polish culture, history, and 
economics were the emphasis 
o f  students who studied at the 
Academy ol [economics at 
Krakow, Poland.
Other Grand Valiev students 
also studied British cultures and 
Urbanization tit Kingston Poly­
technic, near London, Lngland.
■ ■ In addition to the seven pro­
grams mentioned above, one 
Grand Valley student went to 
Taipei, Taiwan, in participation 
with another program offered 
by a different university.
According to Al Wale/ah, director 
ol International .Studies, " I rave ling  to 
foreign countries is essential because 
the countries ol the world are interact­
ing now more than ever. In order lor 
the United Stales to succeed in the In- 
lure, we must be knowledgeable of the 
other cultures which make up our 
world.”
(irand Valley Stale University hopes 
to oiler 11ireign study programs again 
next summer. Programs in I ngland, 
Mexico, Yugoslavia, Poland and 
Prance are definite. However, a 
I rvin. Ii program in an w ill not lv  
i >1 lered
Also in the woiks is a ( i V SI 
Indiana Un ivers ity  lo in h n icd  
siuclv in Leningrad Im loin weeks 
with two weeks ol traveling, in 
eluding a trip to Mosunc
lo r  more inlorm.ition cmucin 
mg next summer's programs, ion  
tact the International Studies ( )l 
lice in Mackinac I lall
Some of art students t 
Mih avail, L\nn (>lso, 
Mu heal Knoll I aura
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hat traveled to France: Marcia Olinger, Don, Sharon, Jan, Michelle
i, Agneisika, Rebecca Fox, Catherine lletherington, Mark DeYoung, 
Brant. Diane Rapatch, and Mark Rost
12 art students visited the south of France with a group o f language students and studied at the lnsatut 
d'Fiudes Francoises in Aix-en-Provence Marcia Olmger painting the streets of Aix-en-Provence (above
A group o f  Spaimsh 
language students studied 
Spaimsh language and 
Mexican culture at the 
Institute Cultural in 
Guadalajara for four 
weeks over summer 
break. The Gathedral and 
Pla/a de Armas in 
Guadalaiara i le 11'
Michener notes with great in­
sight, “The savagery into 
which the Fjjans degenerated 
was a cultural accident - like 
the savagery into which the 
Germans descended - and their 
recovery from it uncovered the 
real behavior pattern of this 
singular people.”
Also this very chapter notes 
how the conversion from can­
nibalism was slow...”In the 
1870’s, a planter’s wife, going 
into her kitchen, saw a pair of 
human hands protruding from 
the pot in which the Fijan cook 
was preparing dinner."Very 
good! the cook said,” The best 
part!" Her mistress got the pot 
down and sent the surprised 
woman packing with it, telling
By Rachel Mermell
Entertainment WriterBy Amy Lutz
■. i.ai 'jUipy*! '.>'.*.*1'!*
James Michener’s Return lo 
Paradise is one 437 page book 
not to be taken lightly. It is the 
predecessor to the popular 
play “South Pacific" and de­
velops a historical anthology 
by first presenting one chapter 
of straight forward historical 
account and then the following 
chapters arc fictional.
The islands of Polynesia, 
Fiji, Guadalcanal, Esperitu 
Santo, New Zealand, Austra­
lia’s mainland, New Guinea, 
and Rabaul are all represented 
as Michener’s paradise. This 
novel was written upon his 
second trip back and thus, the 
title.
Within the chapter on Fiji,
night not seventeen minutes ago 
that Kiefer is on location in In­
dia, so what’s the story?"
I heard sobbing on the other 
end of the AT&T transmission.
“Okay, okay...you got me,. 
The truth is, I have a rented love 
life.”
“You’re a prositute to the 
stars?"
“I f e J  rent movies every 
weekend and fantasize that they 
are my leading men..."
That was the end of the Mon­
day phone calls but that’s okay 
because I have a date with Kevin 
Bacon on Friday.
See BOOKS p .ll
Wednesday
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By Andrew Kar & Michelle VanDeCreek
Wild at Heart
Perhaps the worst movie I 
have seen this year, Wild at 
Heart has almost nothing to re­
deem it. Weird, uneven, and 
pointless, it almost dares its au­
dience to compare it to director 
David Lynch’s most popular 
work to date, Twin Peaks. 
Lynch himself said that people 
who enjoy Twin Peaks might not 
enjoy Wild at Heart, and vice- 
versa.
Why, then, did he choose to 
use several of his actors from 
Twin Peaks'? They only add to 
this laughable mess of a film.
Nicholes Cage and Laura Dem 
are supposed to be some kind of 
cross between Bonnie and Clyde 
and Robin Hood and Maid Mar­
ion. Instead, Cage, doing a 
chain-smoking Presley imitation
See HEART pg. 11 J & M  lacks diversity
Maribeth called me late Mon­
day afternoon to give me her 
weekly update on the male situ­
ation in her life. Needless to 
say, she has the type of love life 
that makes men and women 
alike as jealous as a 60-year-old 
bride’s maid.
How could a Grand Valley 
senior from the Upper Peninsula 
possibly get dates with Charlie 
Sheen one week and Tom Cruise 
seven days later?
As unbelievable as it seems, 
she always has detailed informa­
tion about her dates with these 
famous men. Where they went 
to dinner, what he wore and she 
even throws in a few quotations 
from the evening that always 
make me melt. What dialogue!
This last Monday telephone 
chat with her got me a little 
thinking a little suspiciously 
about her escapades with all 
these leading men. I was listen­
ing attentively when she was ex­
plaining the way Mel Gibson 
spoke softly in her ear with his 
Australian accent.
Wait a minute. Mel Gibson is 
married. I quickly informed her
of my observation.
“No he’s not."
“Yes, he is and he has about 
seven children too. That’s really 
good, Maribeth, date married 
men!”
“Yeah, well, they’re on the 
edge of divorce anyway."
“He’s mi the rebound!”
A week passed and the phone 
rang at the usual time.
“Who is it this week?”
•“You’ll never guess...Kiefer 
Sutherland.”
“Noway!”
“Way!”
“Wait a minute, what about 
Julia Roberts?"
“Ever since she cut her hair 
off, it hasn’t been the same.”
As Maribeth continued , with 
the newest installment of her 
love liaison, I remembered see­
ing a story on Entertainment To­
night right before her call that 
said that Kiefer was in India 
doing Gandhi II. Who could he 
be in Allendale and India at the 
same time?
“Maribeth, Kiefer is in India.”
“What?”
“I saw on Entertainment To- I lied. I’m not doing Cheap 
TricJcthisweeL Now, on with- 
it.
My Friday shopping spree 
brought new light into my life. 
Then, shopping at Vinyl Solu­
tion always seems to have this 
effect on me. Maybe I’m just a 
sucker at heart.
In any case, this is a direct im­
port from England (the home­
land itself to all those exchange 
students from London we have 
this year!). The only reason 
worth getting it, besides liking 
the group and music, is that it 
contains four songs not available 
on any regular L.P. and won’t be 
in the future.
By the way, there are only 
four songs. That’s why they call
it an E.P.
track and rightly so. It retains 
all the group’s energy and enthu­
siasm from the last album, Auto­
matic. A friend of mine re­
marked at how awesome the sec­
ond song’s title sounded. Okay. 
He might be a little strange, but 
it does sound kind of different. 
It’s “Silverblade” (definitely not 
something Megadeath would 
write) and sounds suspiciously 
like “Coast To Coast,” also from 
Automatic.
“Lowlife” and “Tower Of 
Song” are the weaker tracks on 
the album, but still retain a sense 
of being not too bad to listen to. 
Hey, for four tracks, what do 
you expect?
This wonderful studio record­
ing can be yours for a mere 
$5.99 at Vinyl. Yes, there is tax 
to that,- Unfortunately, there arc 
no lyrics, stickers, or chest hair. 
Nope, what you see is what you 
get.
As some of you will surely no­
tice, there is a new addition to 
my column this week.
Yes, it was bound to happen. 
However, it was best that it hap­
pened when it did because of 
who it is. I’ll let him introduce 
himself. We both hope to expand 
the horizons of music this semes­
ter and really tick some people 
off! (Like his ever-loving editor. . 
Andy) New Kids groupies be­
ware! Now there arc two of us.
Till next week.
By Kristoffer Gair & Chris Flisek
The Jesus and Mary Chain: Rollercoaster [E.P.]
O€MD@@®0 (D(D(S)
Look Who's Talking
This is a “cute” one. Cute 
being the best word for it. It is 
also funny and entertaining, but 
dcfinately cute.
Look Who’s Talking stars 
Kirstie Alley, John Travolta, and 
the voice of Bruce Wallis.
Bruce Willis gets to be Mikey, 
and he docs it well. Alley playj 
his mommy and Travolta is the 
cab driver he wishes was his 
daddy.
Once Alley realizes what a 
jerk Mikcy's real father is, the 
search is on for a ssuilable new
one. Alley tries her best, but 
Mikey has his own ideas, he 
wants Travolta.
Travolta happens to agree with 
Mikey, and sets his mind on con­
vincing Alley. By babysitting 
and becoming friends with 
Mikey, he worms his .way into 
their lives and hearts. But Al­
ley,, of course, is stubborn. 
There wouldn’t be much of a 
movie if she wasn’t  
Through all her dates and all
See TALKING pg.. 11
Thanks for the intro, it kind of 
makes feel all squishy inside.
You’ve got to give the Jesus 
and Mary Chain credit Not only 
did they make feedback cool 
again but they’ve managed to re­
lease five albums that all essen­
tially sound the same. (With the 
exception of their second album, 
Darklands, which relied more 
on melody and mood than feed­
back.)
The Rollercoaster E.P. kicks 
off with the title track, which is 
full of heavy guitars and throb­
bing drums. Rhythmically, it 
sounds a bit like Dylan’s “Mr.
Tambourine Man” but that’s a 
minor gripe. This goes back to 
the sound of theft- first album, 
Psychocandy , it’s a very raw 
and in-your-face sound. A wel­
come return to noise.
“Silverblade” sounds a lot like 
last year’s “hit” “Blues From a 
Gun,” but mid-way through it 
rips into a Sonic Youlhesque 
barrage of feedback and anti- 
rhythm. Very Nice.
“Lowlife” is more of the 
same, but at one point, the gui­
tars kind of sound like elephants. 
It’s neat.
The closing cut is a song writ-.*
ten by semi-famous depressed 
folk singer, Leonard Cohen.
“Tower of Song” is an exer­
cise in slowing down a blues rift 
to a dirge-like pace and then pil­
ing guitars on top. It’s the al­
bum’s weakest cut
Oh, by the way, everything is 
repeated on side B of the tape for 
your convenience . Isn’t that 
swell?
Next week: Jane’s Addiction: 
Ritual De Lo Habitual. It’s 
loud, it’s violent and it’s fun for 
the entire family.
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ollege Parties Thrn into Riots
(CPS) - The huge riots that 
marred the 1989 college La­
bor Day gathering at Virginia 
Beach, Va., were only one of 
the several outdoor student 
parties that turned into ugly 
confrontations with police 
hool year.
fall already has gotten 
off to a bad start. Most re­
cently, a weekend Bid Day 
Party - an annual fraternity- 
sorority gathering at the Uni­
versity of MissOuri-Columbia 
- turned tragic August 24 
when a 17-year-old was seri­
ously injured when he acci­
dentally touched high-voltage 
wires on a  utility pole.
Emergency personnel trying 
to" reach the victim were 
pelted by beer bottles from the 
crowd, which numbered be­
tween 5,000 and 10,000 stu­
dents.
University officials have 
said they’ll take steps to pre­
vent similar occurences.
Last spring, block parties 
and campus functions deterio­
rated into riots and near-riots 
at the universities of Wiscon­
sin-Stout and Oregon, Purdue 
and Kutztown universities, 
California Polytechnic State 
University, Fitchburg State 
College and California State 
University at Chico.
HEART from p. 10----------------- ;
throughout the film, comes off 
like Charles Starkweather on 
acid. ......"~ ^T "
Dern whined her dialogue 
through a joke of a Southern ac­
cent, an accent that hearkened 
me back to the golden days of 
Dallas.
XT
Lynch introduces them by the 
novel device of having Cage kill 
a man in self defense with his 
bare hands, then spends the rest 
of the film building them up as 
the voice of a generation, anti­
establishment, rebels-without-a- 
cause geeks of the 1990’s, using, 
of all things The Wizard o f Oz as 
a metaphor for their cross-coun­
try journey. At least, I think that 
is what Lynch is doing.
To paraphrase Cage, how 
Lynch’s mind works is God’s 
o W  private mysteryr'His mis­
use of Dem and Cage is bad 
enough. Unfortunately, he 
spreads this crime to other fine 
actors.
Willem Dafoe seems to be 
making a career out of playing 
psychotic veterans. He chose 
not break precedent here, al­
though he did have a rather dis­
turbing yet interesting scene 
with Dem.
Isabella Rossellini is wasted 
here, along with Harry Dean 
Stanton.
The real annoyance stemmed 
from the Twin Peaks cast mem­
bers mentioned ealier. Sherilyn 
Fenn, Jack Nance, and Sheryl
Lee (Laura Palmer) all made 
cameo appearances, along with 
at least two others whose ramcs 
I do not remember. It became so 
frustrating that when Sheryl Lee 
made her appearence, I half ex­
pected her to reveal who mur­
dered her.
If you have seen Crybaby, 
then you have seen a film that 
easily compares to this. You are 
also aware of why you do not 
want to spend good money on 
this film. It is also disturbing 
that I enjoyed a Jon Waters film 
more than a David Lynch film.
Wild at Heart is rated R and 
playing at Studio 28.
SOUTER from p.4-----------------
it by granting to the Supreme 
Court the power to change i t  
Once given such influence they 
could, even innocently, eradicate 
existing laws inherent and neces­
sary to a civil society. In other 
words, we are creating a legisla­
tive authority far more powerful 
than any legislature. If we want 
to change it, we must pressure 
Congress to do so. When we do 
not, we not only violate the prin­
ciple of Separation of Powers, * 
but we also allow our elected of­
ficials to grow soft and lazy.
The orthodoxy of this view, 
original understanding of the 
Constitution, is not a popular 
one today especially amongst 
liberals. For them it poses a di­
rect threat to their attempt at 
achieving victories by altering 
the Constitution. Hateful of 
American orthodoxy and their 
inability to find within the 
Constitution the justification for 
their moral and political agenda, 
the liberals, (Kennedy, Metzen-
baum, Biden, and C o .) seek the 
services only of nominees who 
share their views and lust for ju­
dicial activism. Yet this is not 
solely limited to the liberals 
alone, they have just dominated 
at it fir half a century.
Conservatives given the op­
portunity to do the same, have. 
Even in the case of Sou ter some 
conservatives lamented over 
whether he would embody the 
philosophy they themselves did. 
This is hypocritical on all sides, 
especially on the part of the lib­
erals who like to champion 
themselves (he defenders of free 
speech and thought Souter must 
prove he is qualified for the po­
sition not by his own thinking, 
but must instead embody a 
thinking perhaps very much dif­
ferent than his own. What' we 
learn is that the right to free 
speech and thought are forever 
evaporating. Robert Bork’s 
nomination was a foreshadow of 
-that--------------------- — —-------—
Unwilling to write the law and 
insistent on enforcing it, Bork 
suffered defeat at the hands of 
those who want a judicial activ­
ist and political judge, someone 
who will find in the Constitution 
those things that simply do not 
exist
Souter’s nomination was an 
attempt on the part of Bush to 
avoid all the lies, distortions, and 
fabricated “hoopla”, that stopped 
Bork from assuming a post on 
the stand. Bush’s pick then is 
quite understandable and per­
haps even cunning. Yet, it is a 
risk not worth taking when we 
are determining who will en­
force the law based as written in 
our Constitution. It seems as 
though Bush was more con­
cerned with the ambiguity of 
Souter’s opinions, his low iden­
tity, and the little risk of contro­
versy, that might result from his 
nomination. Why is not the 
President or the Senate Judiciary 
-Committee concerned about
Souter’s knowledge of the text, 
structure, and history of the 
Constitution.
So what are the consequences 
of all this? They are much 
greater than I am sure we can 
imagine. But in an immediate 
sense it is a tragic assault on the 
integrity of the Constitution and 
what Plato might call “right 
thinking”. We are granting 
power to individuals, unde­
serving and endorsing the views 
of an elite few as law of the land.
The Souter nomination also 
hits us a bit closer to home. It 
reveals that Americans have for 
long been less concerned “with 
establishing a more perfect Un­
ion and ensuring domestic tran­
quility” and more obsessed with 
the satisfaction of self. It also 
tells us that Americans do not 
read, (ironically a strong point of 
Souter’s). George Orwell fore­
told the coming of the “Thought 
Police” tactics exhibited by Kpn-
wamed we were creating “Men 
[and women] Without Chests”, 
and Plato taught us the impor­
tance of logical thought and dia­
lectic. We have had the opportu­
nity to know this for some time. 
The fact that we do not is an in­
dication that great literature must 
have little or no place in our so­
ciety.
, While we may luck out with 
Souter, (as he is as mentally 
deep as the ocean and as broad 
as a Nebraska plain), we are in 
for a rough future if we continue 
to take a path too well traveled. 
Either way we look at it Souter’s 
nomination is a revelation of all 
that is wrong about our society. 
No longer able to pick free 
thinking masterminds of truth 
and brilliance, we are forced to 
settle for something less, or at 
best sneak on e in. As I said we 
may be lucky this time, but luck 
is like the wayward drifter, it 
comes and goes.
BOOKS from p.10 ------------
her never to come near the place 
again.”
On the other hand, New Zeal­
and is characterized as staunch 
and conservative in an exclusive 
English manner.
Although Michener portrays 
them as backwards in compari­
son to the superpowers he adds 
that their dignity surpasses many 
countries that he has visited.
And then, down under, is Aus­
tralia. She is an ally and Mich- 
cncr says,’’She is now what Ha­
waii was a generation ago: our 
first line of defense against 
trouble in Asia.”
Lasdy is Rabaul; placed strate­
gically near the equator and a 
picture perfect town. If nature’s 
beauty wasn’t enough, in this
town one was practically guaran­
teed to be wealthy and prosper­
ous. Yet the volcanoes that hov­
ered nearby or “nest of dragons” 
as Michener words it would al­
ways remind villagers that secu­
rity wasn’t to be taken for 
granted.
From his entire experience, 
Michener notes,”...I learned 
what I believe is the secret of the 
South Pacific. Here nature is so 
awesome that it compels 
attention...To’ be wholly alive a 
man must know storms, he must 
feel the ocean as his home or the 
air as his habitation...And from 
the restful vantage of islands and 
corral I sometimes discover 
things I did not know before.”
TALKING from p .9 ---------------
Travolta’s problems, Mikey tries 
to bring them together. He fi­
nally has to resort to drastic 
measures , like driving himself 
around, to get them together. 
All his antics provide for a funny 
movie.
Don’t worry folks. Mikey’s 
one-line humor carries the movie 
even if Alley doesn’t come to 
her senses. Which, of course, 
she does. It wouldn’t be quite
the same if Mikey ended up with 
some stuffy accountant for a fa­
ther. (No offense to you ac­
counting majors out there.)
It’s worth seeing. Even a 
couple of times. It’s showing 
this week on Wednesday and 
Friday in 132 Lake Huron Hall. 
You can also get it on video 
cassette in any video store and 
even the Ravine Center.
AT SERA TEC,
WE DON’T  BELIEVE IN  
TAKING CHANCES, 
TH A T’S W HY W E ..
•Use sterile, Disposable Equipment 
•Are FDA Approved and Regulated 
•Require a Physical Exam Prior To 
Donating Plasma (Physician On Premise) 
•Physical is FREE
•Test Every Donation For Hepatitis And The Aids 
Virus
• Provide A Pleasant And Relaxing Environment
HELP US HEIR PEOPLE WHO NEED PLASMA
EARN $ 3 0 °°  A WEEK DONATING PLASMA
NEW  DONORS RECEIVE
BONUS
On Your 1st Donation
(W ith  This C o u p o n )
local ID Required
S E R A  TEC B I O L O G I C A L S
1973 S. DIVISION 
GRAND RAPIDS, Ml
CALL OR STOP BY 
TUES. - FRI. 7 A.M. - 5 P.M.
CLOSED MO.N.
(616) 241 - 6335
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|  Football wins 30-12 
for perfect 3-0
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By Sarah Stinson flagged for yet another 100
Editor in Chief yards on 10 penalties Saturday,
---------— ----------------------  and almost 400 "yards so far
Despite a 30-12 win at the this season, 
highly regarded University of
Indianapolis last weekend, 
Grand Valley’s fourth in as 
many games, the Lake/ foot­
ball team still feels that they 
have not reached their poten­
tial and are still striving for 
improvement
Injuries have taken a huge 
toll for GV so far this season, 
especially offensively.
The offensive line has been 
riddled with injuries week af­
ter week, and the Lakers have 
also suffered a huge loss in 
junior tight end Bob Mitchell 
due to shoulder surgery.
Mitchell was injured in the 
fust game of the year against 
S t Joseph’s and underwent 
surgery last week for a tear in 
his rotator cuff. Although the 
surgery was successful, 
Mitchell is not expected to see 
any further action this season.
Although the injuries are 
obviously hard to prevent die 
Laker coachi 
ing
on the field breakdowns.
Penalties continue to plague 
the Lakers, as they were
Another concern is the Lak 
ers’ is the inability to stop 
some of the big plays, but they 
are focusing on that daily.
O f course, all the negative 
talk makes this Laker squad 
sound much worse than the 4-0 
team that they are, as they ad­
vanced to become the number 
three ranked team in Division 
n  this week.
GV showed that they are de­
serving o f the ranking with 
their big win over the Grey­
hounds last weekend.
The Laker offense put the 
first points on the board on 
Michael Short’s 11 yard catch 
from Jack Hull five minutes 
into the first quarter.
UI retaliated later in the first 
when Kevin Hergott broke 
loose for a 57 yard TD run. 
The kick failed and Grand Val­
ley retained a 7-6 lead at die 
end of the first.
The Lakers dominated the
run midway into the period. 
See FOOTBALL p. 13
Laker soccer team upset by Calvin
Scott Kelley 
Sports Writer
Grand Val­
ley men’s soc­
cer team 
opened th e ir , 
season last 
week against 
Calvin C ol­
lege, with a 5- 
0 loss.
The Lakers 
played 
less for 
first fifteen 
m i n u t e s  
against a more 
e x p e r ie n c e d  
Calvin squad.
The silence 
soon ended 
when Calvin 
booted a ten 
yard shot into 
the Lakers net.
Calvin scored later in the first 
half on a two yard chip past 
Laker goalie Bret Steiner.
“If it wasn’t for Bret’s solid 
performance in net, we would 
have been in a bigger hole,” re­
marked Coach Cheri Colbeck. 
Colbeck also added that she 
wasn’t disappointed with the 
Lakers performance.
“Calvin doesn’t have a foot­
ball team, so soccer is their main 
sport. Their guys have been
STANKEY
Grand Valley soccer player Malt Simpson trips up a Calvin player in what turned out to 
be a very physical match. Calvin went on to spoil the Laker’s season opener, 5-0.
playing a lot longer than we 
have.” ,
During the second half the 
Lakers made some adjustments 
and provided more offense. But 
their efforts were cut short when 
the Laker defense attempted to 
stop a Calvin cross and deflected 
it into their own net for Calvin’s 
third goal of the game.
The game then became physi­
cal when Laker stopper Jeff 
Haydvwas ejected for an alterca­
tion with a Calvin player.
“Everybody’s tempers started 
to flair after that incident,” stated 
Laker Rob Hcllicr. “After that 
scuffle and B. J. getting hurt we 
just wanted to get the game over 
with.”
With five Laker players side­
lined with injuries, Calvin added
two more quick goals. One on a 
penalty kick, and another on a 
break away.
Women's Tennis remains undefeated
Brian Rutkowski
Sports Writer ; I
Over the week- » J
end, the Lady #  * ■ i
Lakers slammed
Michigan Tech jpp
University and
Lake Superior H E
State both by W ’" /
scores of 8-1. f
On Saturday, 1
Grand Valley \ \
State dominated 
Michigan Tech, 
winning all of the 
singles matches 
and losing only 
one doubles 
match.
Number one 
singles, Kristi 
Thornton, led the
PHOTO BY JASON DENNY
Last weekend the Grand Valley women's tennis team crushed both L.S.S.U. and 
M.T.U. 8-1, to improve their overall record to a perfect 5-0. The Lakers number one 
single player, Kristin Thornton is one main reason for the Laker's success this season.
C ro s s c o u n try  team  
ready to re lease po tentia l
way with a hard 
fought victory over Lisa Milker, 
6-3, 1-6, 7-6 (8-6). Other Laker 
winners included Deb Ploeg, 
Chnsti Ritscma, and Yvonne 
Han.
Twenty-four hours later the 
same score was on the board, but 
the opposition was not. Grand 
Valley simply dominated Lake
Superior in all phases, losing 
only two sets and just one match.
Number four singles, Nikki 
Smith remained undefeated over 
the weekend, raising her per­
sonal record to 12-0. Ploeg also 
led the way, having no trouble in 
defeating Tara Lee, 6-0, 6-0.
GVSU is currently unbeaten at
7-0 overall and 4-0 in the Con­
ference to lead the GL1AC. The 
Lady Lakers will take a week off 
to prepare for conference power­
house Ferris State, away on Oc­
tober 5. Then they back home 
again to play Saginaw Valley 
State on October 7.
By Jeanine Freese
Sports Writer
When Grand Valley’s cross 
country team sets a goal, they 
go after it full force. Meet after 
meet, the men push themselves 
for better times. Sometimes 
the other teams are so good that 
it doesn’t look like the Lakers 
are gaining ground, but they 
are.
Ferris State University 
hosted the Bulldog Invitational 
last Saturday. Ken Osmur from 
Oakland University was the in­
dividual winner in 25:58.
Saginaw Valley won the 
meet with 41 points. Grand 
Valley finished ninth without 
their number one runner Pete 
Bodary.
The Lakers decided not to let 
this get them down. To prove 
their point, Brett Schafer who 
has been running fourth for the 
team finished 33rd overall and 
first for the lakers in 28:13.
Schafer commented, “It was 
a cold, windy and tough 
course. It looked a lot easier 
than it was. We’re starting to 
run in a tighter pack, we just 
need to pull together.”
Coach Gary Marlin was 
proud of Schafer and feels that 
he is slowly running to his po­
tential. ‘This meet showed us 
how tough the conference is. 
It’s going to be a long year. 
The men arc giving 100 percent; 
that’s all I can ask for,” Martin 
commented.
Martin also staled that junior 
and first year runner Joe Hoedcl 
ran well. “Joe is really looking 
good. He’ll be a key factor at 
the end of the season,” replied 
Martin.
Hoedel hasn’t run since high 
school and he’ll be the first to 
say that those years off hurt 
aloL “I”m not running where I 
want to be. It’s so hard when 
you’re out there to ignore the 
pain and push yourself.
“We’re not in racing shape 
yet, but we’re working hard so 
we will be when it matters. 
Coach is getting us physically 
ready, we need to get ourselves 
ready mentally,” replied Hoe­
del.
The Loyola Invitational on 
October 6, will help show the 
Lakers where they stand in the 
GLIAC.
See CROSS p.15
Women's volleyball soars to victory
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By Christine Stuck
Sports Writer
The Grand Valley women’s 
volleyball team kept their sea­
son rolling last week with wins 
over Saginaw Valley State Uni­
versity and Southern Indiana. 
With a 10-2 record, the Lady 
Lakers are off to their best start 
since 1986.
On Tuesday, September 18, 
Grand Valley pulled out a big 
win over determined Saginaw 
Valley. The Lakers won in four 
games, but the 3-1 match score 
didn’t tell the whole story. 
Three of the four games were 
determined by the minimum 
two point margin, all three 
needing to be played beyond 
the normal 15 point finish. 
GVSU took the first game 16- 
14, before Saginaw rallied back 
for a 15-10 win. Game.3 fin­
ished with the Lakers on top 
16-14. The longest game of the 
match followed, 17-15 in favor 
of Grand Valley, giving the 
Lakers game four and the 
match.
Coach Joan Boand gave 
SVSU a lot of credit, but she 
was also quick to say, “My 
players have something they 
haven’t had in a long time, 
they’re persistent”
Part of that persistence shows 
through in Jody Day, whom 
Coach Boand termed as “very 
consistent and tough-minded.” 
Day came in to serve in game 1 
with the score tied at 14-14. 
Her first serve was recorded as 
an ace and point number 15.
Day also 
served the six­
teenth and fi­
nal point of the 
game.
T h u rs d a y ,
September 20,
GVSU played 
host to the 
University of 
Southern Indi­
ana. The Lak­
ers claimed the 
match with a 
decisive 3-0 
win, behind 
scores of 15- 
11, 18-16, 15-
3.
C o a c h  
Boand said,
“Southern In­
diana has a 
couple of good 
players that we 
had trouble 
stopping, espe­
cially  the 
middle hitter.
The middle 
block is a 
weak spot for 
us, but we’ve been working on it 
and are improving.”
On a very positive note, the 
Lady Lakers led the Great Lakes 
Intercollegiate Athletic Confer­
ence in kills, assists and serving 
last week; they were second in 
attacking percentage.
Colleen Murphy helped lead 
the team by posting the highest 
assist average in the conference 
as well as placing among the top 
servers and attackers. Other
*
NCAA DIVISION II FOOTBALL
The top teams with first-place votes in parentheses, records 
through Sunday, total points and last week’s rankings:
School
1. North Dakota State (4)
2. Mississippi College
3. G rand Valley State
4. Pittsburgh State (Kan.) ‘
5. Indiana (Pa.)
6. Angelo State (Texas)
Record
3- 0-0 
2- 1-0
4- 0-0
4-0-0
2- 1-0
2- 1-0
Els
80
76
72
68
64
60
Last Week
'• ouiu, v * lau-v  w
7. Tuskegee ( Ala.) 4-0-0 56
8. Cal Poly-SLO 3-0-0 523- 0-0 
2- 1-0
4- 6-0 45 12
PHOTO BY EMILY STANKEY 
Grand Valley's Mary Linzie skies high to block a 
S.V.S.U. scoring attempt. Consistent front row play 
and a strong bench can be attributed to the Laker's 
success this year. The Lady lakers improved to 10- 
2, with victories over Saginaw Valley State and 
University o f Southern Indiana last week.
20. Virginia State 3-1-0 5 NR. . .  - •
"— — — ------- ------ -—  ________ _ _______________________________________y
FOOTBALL from p. 12.
Lakers that were recognized by 
the GLIAC for their exceptional 
performances include: Jody Day 
and Mary L inzie, serving; 
Martha Najib and Janice Yaeger, 
kills; and Wendy Lesch, attack­
ing percentage.
The Lakers’ schedule for the 
upcoming week takes them to 
Northwood Institute and Lake 
Superior State University on 
September 28 and September 29, 
respectively.
Eric Lynch followed it up with 
another romp to paydirt, this one 
a four-yarder to put his team up 
20-6 at halftime.
GV broke the game open fur­
ther in the third when Miguel 
Sagaro pegged a 46-yard field 
goal to put the Lakers up by 17.
The Greyhounds made a run at 
the Lakers in the third and fi­
nally scored with two minutes 
remaining in the quarter.
Hergott got in from one yard 
out, but the GV defense held 
tough through the rest of the 
game and the Laker offense 
sealed the win with a TD with 
v less than three minutes to go.
Lynch carried in a 24-yard TD 
and Sagaro kicked the extra 
point to complete the scoring.
Lynch had 59 yards cm the 
day, and Lipsey tallied 71. Ted 
Monken caught three passes for 
51 yards, and Michael Short 
three for 46. John Sanders 
brought down two passes for 52.
Hull played the entire game, 
going 14-for-24 for 185 yards 
and one TD pass.
The defense again proved io 
be Grand Valley’s strength, with 
a number of Lakers turning in 
excellent performances.
See FOOTBALL p. 14
Presents
New
nnouncmg
new service
Coffee and Donuts
7:15-10:00
Mon.-Fri.
•Com m ons Cafeteria 
•Available for take-out 
•Located just inside the 
cafeteria near the checker
Afternoon
Delight
The Galley
7:45am-7pm M on.-Thur. 
7:45am-3:30pm Fri.
The Kleiner
All You Can Eat 
Hot Breakfast
$3.25 7:15-10:00Mon.-Fri.
Scratch and Win
at the Galley 
and the Kleiner 
starts 9/24/90 
while supplies last 
W IN! WIN! W IN!
No purchase necessary to play
10am -llpm  Mon.-Fri. 
5 pm -llpm  Sat., Sun
r
i
12 oz.
C o ffe e
^  or
o n ly
T
I
I)
1
Pop 25<
i
Present this coupon with your order
i Valid thru 10/20/90 j
A t the Galley 
Avoid the line 
Avoid the line
Use the Portside entrance 
of the Galley to purchase 
•Chips • Beverages • Salads
•Yogurt •Mexicanfood
spedal Savings
For Board +  
Students Only!
Breakfast Specials 
at the Galley 
mini special $1-65
full special $2.25
7:45-10:30am_________ Mon.-Fri.
Lunch Specials 
at Kleiner
m ini special 
full special
10:OCL2:OOpm
$2.50
$3.00
Mpn.-Fji.
Dinner Specials 
at the Galley
mini special 
full special
$3-50
$4-25
4:00-7:00pm Mon.-Thur.
y >.i»
r
\
R
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done it, to impress George's 
hometovm fans because they had 
a better Q8 (namely Chris Chan­
dler) to begin with.
•So what if it’s September and
•The new Nike-Mr. Robinson 
commercial where the “can U 
say ?’’ phrase is ‘contract rene­
gotiation' has to be an All- 
League Lack of Tact selection, 
along with the Cruex jock itch 
ones that appear on ESPN.
•After hearing Wolverine fans 
complain for two weeks about 
the play of Elvis Grbac in the 
loss to Notre Dame, I might re­
mind them that Irish QB Rick 
Mirer came close to taking snaps 
in Ann Arbor. If I remember 
correctly, Mirer spent his early 
years nearby Ann Arbor and , U 
of M was his second choice of 
schools.
•The best line of last week has 
to go to KLQ’s morning DJ. 
extrordinaire Rick Beckett who 
said, “The only thing cloudier 
than today’s (Friday’s) weather 
is Terry Taylor’s urine sample”.
Former Lion Taylor was banned 
for life from the NFL for his 
third violation of the league’s 
drug policy.
•What got into ABC’s an­
nouncers last week when they 
ragged on Chiefs’ running back 
Christian Okoye? The line about 
passing plays being foreign to 
the Nigerian-born Okoye was 
quite a cheap shot.
It sort of brings back memo­
ries of Howard Cosell’s analogy 
of Alvin Garrett and a monkey 
from a few years back.
•Looking back to late April, I 
think the Indianapolis Colts’ 
trade of Andre Rison, All-Pro 
Chris Hinton, numerous draft 
choices, and two cheerleaders to 
be named later to the Falcons for 
-cough - Jeff George could go 
down as one of the worst of all- 
time. They obviously must have
football season, I’m in a baseball 
mood still, so let’s change 
modes.
•All I want for Christmas is to 
see someone other than the Mets 
win the N.L. East. Go Pirates! 1!
Speaking of the Buccos, how 
about Barry Bonds-30+homers 
and 50+stolen bases. Not bad 
blood lines in that family. His 
papa joined the 30-30 club on 
four occasions.
In any case, Bobby Bonilla 
has had a great year but, Bonds 
has had an outstanding year and 
deserves the MVP award.
•Notice how the Red Sox have 
blown their lead since the ab­
sence of Clemens? Kind of 
deja-vu for long time Boston 
fans huh? Having him in the 
starting rotation is a great psy­
chological boost for their entire 
pitching staff, not to mention an 
automatic “W" every four or five 
days.
•Give the Reds some credit 
because they have lead their di-. 
vision wirc-to-wire and faced a 
lot of adversity along the way.
IB Hal Morris is one of the 
game’s brightest stars too. If 
they ever get rid of Eric Davis 
and his poor attitude, they’ll re­
ally go somewhere. He’s like a 
Leon Durham-he’ll never ever 
reach his expected potential.
•If the Toronto Blue Jays ever 
decided to get serious about 
playing baseball prior to the start 
of September, the rest of that di­
vision would forfeit the division 
title by July. Before last week, 
the Jays were 1-60 in games in 
which they were trailing after 8 
innings then they proceeded to
By Christine Stuck 
Sports Writer
Despite a tough loss in the 
quarter finals of a weekend tour­
nament, Grand Valley men’s 
volleyball club started off what 
looks to be a promising year.
Last Saturday, the club trav­
eled to Wayland to participate in 
an open tournament. After four 
games in pool play the teams 
were seeded. The Lakers 
worked their way to the quarter 
finals where they lost 12-15, 13- 
15 to the team which eventually 
claimed the championship.
Coach Michele Rollins and re­
turning members from last year 
felt that they played extremely 
well, and that they are already 
better than last year’s squad. In­
cluded in those returning are out­
side hitters Aaron Ebling, Brian
win 4 in their last at-bat.
•Where are all the rollerblad- 
ers.with headphones at on-cam­
pus this year? Have they all 
joined the professional Circuit 
now? Was football’s “run & 
shoot” offense developed on the 
side streets of Detroit as a cele­
bration technique after its sports 
team ’s win championships? 
What about violent “Running 
Man”-like sports programs on 
late-night weekend' TV? Who 
invented soft soap and why? 
These questions and more an­
swered in the coming weeks.
Haverdink and Matt Kolbe; 
middle hitters Spott Harmon and 
Dan VanDyke; and setters Craig 
Havican and Steve Lewis.
The lone newcomer to the 
team at the time of the tourna­
ment was outside hitter Dan 
Apol.
Earlier this week the club held 
try-outs to fill the six remaining 
positions on the roster. The 
names of the new additions were 
unavailable at press time.
Although regular season play 
doesn’t begin until January the 
club will be hosting an exhibi­
tion match versus Ferris State 
University on Saturday, October 
6 at 11:30 a.m. The team will 
also participate in a few tourna­
ments between now a January, 
wiih specific dates and times to 
be announced.
DOMINO’S P IZZA  H
I LAKER ATHLETES
\ O F THE WEEK Cross sprints to the top
V-ball looks to promising season
Senior cross country runner Sandra Terrell receives the 
Female Laker Athlete of the Wee LA ward for being Grand 
Valley’s top runner last Week at the Bulldog Invitational.
Sandra posted a time of 18:35 in the 3.1 mile race, placing 
second overall. Sandra is the Lady Lakers top runner this 
fall, as she has been first 
for GVSU in every meet 
she has ran.
C h arles  Sippial has 
been named the Male 
Laker Athlete of the Week 
for yet another strong 
performance, this week against Indianapolis. He led the 
team with nine tackles, including one for loss, and leads the 
team with 40 tackles so far this season. Charles has also been 
named the Midwest Intercollegiate Football Conference 
Player of the Week.
Jeanine Freese 
Sports Writer
Grand Valley State University 
women’s cross country team is 
on it’s way to the top! The Lady 
Lakers grabbed second place 
with 56 points in a seven team 
Bulldog Invitational at Ferris 
State, last Saturday.
Northern Michigan University 
won the meet with 48 points. 
Only 37 seconds separated 
NMU”s first and fifth runners, 
thus making them a very tough 
team to beat.
The Lady Lakers will be bat­
tling the Huskies at the GLIAC 
finals and for regional honors. 
Coach Gary Martin believes that 
if everyone runs to their poten­
tial at the big races the Lady 
Lakers will beat NMU.
Grand Valley’s top two run­
ners raced to personal records..
Sandra Terrel took second over­
all and finished the 3.1 mile race 
in 18:35. Trena Yonkers ran to a
fifth place finish in 18:57 (break­
ing the record she set one week 
earlier by 24 seconds).
Even running in the cold and 
the wind the Lady Lakers pulled 
together for a quality finish. 
Kelly Cole finished sixth overall 
and third for the team in 19:00.
Cole stated, “1 ran good for 
myself. I was tired, but I tried 
not to think about it. Third to 
tenth ran in a pack and I just 
stayed in the middle of it”.
Martin stated, “Our next meet 
is against Ferris and could be 
tough. If their fifth runner has a 
good day it could be close. Wc 
need to start setting goals, get 
mad, get hungry.”
Grand Valley wall be hosting a 
dual against Ferris Saturday. 
The race w ill start at 11 a.m.
THE
PLACE
TO
BE
: -: G A B L E :;; rft& i; i: A V A IL A B L E  j
: i ENERGY::: i: EFFICIENT; :
- CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
-. FRESHMANI; BUILDING l
MUCH
MORE!
FOOTBALL from p. 13______
Senior co-captain Marc Bland 
fell that the defense did a good 
job containing a dangerous 
Greyhound offense that usually 
averages about 500 yards of of­
fense per game. U1 totaled jus; 
over 200 net yards for the day.
Charles Sippial had nine tack­
les, and Jim Cramer eight, in­
cluding one sack. John Jancek 
had seven tackles, one for loss, 
and one sack.
Co-captain Baart Dufficld had 
three tackles and one sack for a 
seven yard loss, and Cleveland 
Moore recorded five tackles and 
one sack.
Robert Bell had live tackles 
and one fumble recovery for the 
Lakers. Robert Hunt tallied four
tackles, one pass breakup, and 
relumed five punts for 58 yards.
Assistant coach Brian Van- 
Gordcr also complimented cor- 
nerbacks Mike Flannery and 
Todd Wood for their strong play 
throughout the season, especially 
on Saturday.
The Lakers are looking hap­
pily ahead to this weekend, for 
only their second home game 
this year. They will take on the 
Cardinals of Saginaw Valley, the 
Lakers’ first opponent this year 
from the now defunct GLIAC.
“We want to put together a 
complete, solid game this week 
end, both offensively and defen­
sively,” said Hunt.
CROSS From p.12-
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Grand Valley will host a dual meet against Ferris, Saturday Sep-
i at 11:45 a.m.
— The Challenge
PR O
□  Chicago at L. A. Raiders □
□  Cleveland at Kansas City □
□  Dallas at N.Y. Giants □
□  Denver at Buffalo □
□  Green Bay at Detroit □
□  Houston at San Diego □
□  Indianapolis at Philadelphia □
□  Miami at Pittsburgh □
□  N.Y. Jets at New England O
□  Tampa Bay at Minnesota □
□  Washington at Phoenix □
COLLEGE
Vanderbilt at Alabama Q
□  Tennessee at Auburn Q
□  Washington at Colorado □
□  Duke At Clemson □
□  Iowa at Miami □
□  Maryland at Michigan □
□  USC at Ohio State □
□  South Carolina At Georgia Tech □
□  Western Michigan at Iowa State □
(tie-breaker)
Q  Saginaw Valley at Grand Valley Q
Total Points_____________
1. Fill out the entry blank by picking your choice for the winner of 
each game. (Check only one box per game)
2. Pick the winner of the tic-breaking game and the total points in
that game. ~
3. Print your name, address, phone number and the time you’re 
available on Monday.
4. Any entrant who outpicks the “Football Foursome” will get his or 
her name put in the paper for that particular week. The top challenger 
will be spotlighted that week.
5. All entries must be dropped off in The Lanthorn office in the 
"Football Challenge” box. The Lanthom will not be responsible for 
lost or misplaced entries.
6. A S10 fee will be charged for an appeal on an entry. The fee will 
only be relumed if the challenger is declared a winner. All entries 
become the property of The Lanthorn.
7. All weekly winners qualify for a random drawing for a night out 
in Grand Rapids, including tickets to see the Grand Rapids-Hoops. 
The drawing will be held on or about January 12, 1991. All winners 
will be notified.
8. The contest is open to all GVSU students, faculty and staff, 
excluding those who work Tor The Lanthorn.
9. DEADLINE IS FRIDAY AT 5 P.M.
N a m e ______________________________________
Address
P h o n e
Best time to call on Monday
Winners!
Congratulations to last week’s winner Gerry Ghareeb who 
picked 15 correct games. Othehgrinners to topple The 
Fearsome Foursome with 14 cdlrect are: Eric Roelfsema,
Ken Edwards, Glen Persons, and GlenGroewald.
The first week’s lucky winner was Jeremy Moog with 14 
correct picks to top The Fearsome Foursome. Other Lucky 
winners in the first week are as follows: Jamari L. Eiland, 
Tyler Chalfant, Jeff Wright, Eric Roelfsema, Kevin M. 
Rennells, Tim Lohr, Angie Gonser, and Kirt Boachents all 
with 13 correct picks.
Last W eek’s W inner —  G erry  G hareeb , 15 correct picks
Challenge the Fearsome Football Foursome
, •• ■ Sarah Dave Jerry Joe
PRO 21-4mm. 22:40(55%)
Chicago at L.A. Raiders L.A. Raiders L.A. Raiders L.A. Raiders Chicago
Cleveland at Kansas City Kansas City Cleveland Kansas City Cleveland
Dallas at N.Y. Giants N.Y. Giants N.Y. Giants N.Y. Giants N.Y. Giants
Denver at Buffalo Buffalo Buffalo Denver Denver
Green Bay at Detroit Green Bay Green Bay Detroit Detroit
Houston at San Diego Houston Houston San Diego Diego
Indianapolis at Philadelphia Indianapolis Philadelphia Philadelphia Philadelphia
Miami at Pittsburgh Miami Pittsburgh Miami Miami
N.Y. Jets at New England N.Y. Jets New England N.Y. Jets New England
Tampa Bay at Minnesota Minnesota Minnesota Minnesota Minnesota
Washington at Phoenix Washington Washington Washington Washington
COLLEGE 
Vanderbilt at Alabama Alabama Alabama
«
Alabama Alabama
Tennessee at Auburn Tennessee Auburn Auburn Auburn
Washington at Colorado Colorado Colorado Washington Colorado
Duke At Clemson Clemson Clemson Clemson Clemson
Iowa at Miami Miami Miami Miami Miami ,
Maryland at Michigan Michigan Michigan Michigan Michigan
USC at Ohio State Ohio State USC Ohio State USC
South Carolina At GA Tech Georgia Tech s c SC SC
W. Michigan at Iowa State
V
Iowa State Iowa State Iotfa State Iowa State
A C TIV IT IES G  V.SU . M arching Band. 1989-1990 
Leod role in ’West Side Story.-
C lrd e  thieatreSLm m er 1990
REFEREN CES A vailab le  upon  request Risum
A professional quality, laser printed resume may not assure you’ll get the job. 
But, more often than not it will draw a second look. T hat’s why we offer you 
your choice of three different paper stocks and over fifty typestyles. Our art 
staff will work with you to develop a resume 
that fits your personality. Come see us.
RESUMES * 15 for $10.
COVER & TH A N K  YOU LETTERS - $2 each.
Call 895-3120 or visit the Lanthom Office
OBJECTIVE
EDUCATION
Chuck U. Farley 
1010 Tweety Ui>« 
Allendale, Ml 49401 
(616) 895-0000
To wcure a high paying job in
Graduated from G.V5.U. in A 
B-S. in BuineaaLaw
EXPERIENCE Ineemahlp at Amway
@ D <£ <d mm @ !F n  m  5 3 Q ®
University Bookstore
Fumily T>a v Hours 
Saturday, September 29 
11am - 6pm
Be sure to enter University Bookstore's Family Day stadium blanket giveaway
Miriam Stoll
B.A. History, Dartmouth College 
M B.A. Stanford Graduate School of Business
Come to our \1 acKest 
September 27 from 9am - 3pm 
Kirkhof  Center
uAt our computer lab I'd always find lines of 
people waiting to use the Macintosh computers, 
while other computers just sat there. So I had 
a choice: wait for a Macintosh, or come back at 
6 a.m. to grab one before they'd all be taken.
‘After business school, I took a job at a large 
bank and used my Macintosh for producing every­
thing from spreadsheets to a company newsletter. 
Today I use Macintosh to help me run 
my own management consulting fnm.When
copiesI give a presentation, I ca 
faces that they’re really impressed. And 
that makes me feel great.
"S( mietimes I take Friday i iff. put 
m \’ Macint( )sh and skis in the car. and 
head for the mountains. I ski dav.s 
a id  work nights. Its perfect.
Aon know; I can't sav where I'll be 
in fi\e. ten. (>r fifteen wars, but I can sav 
that mv Macintosh will be there 
with me" '
Why do pet >ple love.Macintt )sh' 
Ask them.
